CHACO CANYON

1. CHACO CANYON
2. & 3. PUEBLO DEL ARROYO
4. CHETTRO KETTLE
5. & 6. PUEBLO BONITA
7. PUEBLO BONITA
8. PUEBLO BONITA
9. AZTEC RUINS

CANYON DE CHELLY

1. APPROACH TO WHITE HOUSE RUINS
2. QUICKSAND
3. 4. & 5. WHITE HOUSE RUINS
6. TREE AND CANYON WALL
7. 8. & 9 UNNAMED RUINS IN CANYON DEL MUERTO OF CHELLY CANYON
10. NAVAJO PICTOGRAPHS
11. 12. & 13 ANTELOPE HOUSE IN CANYON DEL MUERTO OF CHELLY CANYON
14. LARGE VIEW OF CANYON DE CHELLY
15. ROCK ESCARPMENT OF CANYON DE CHELLY

KAYENTA

1. LOOKING OUT FROM BETATAKIN
2. BETATAKIN
KAYENTA (continued)

3 & 4. BETATAKIN - Details
5. KEET SEEL
6. BETATAKIN
7. KEET SEEL (STORAGE HOUSE BUILT INTO OVERHANG)
8. KEET SEEL
9. KEET SEEL (DETAiL OF WATTLE AND DAUB CONSTRUCTION)
10. INSCRIPTION HOUSE

MESA VERDE

1. SPRUCE TREE HOUSE
2. BALCONY HOUSE
3. SPRUCE TREE HOUSE - Detail
4. BALCONY HOUSE
5. SQUARE TOWER HOUSE
6. FEWKES CANYON
7. CLIFF DWELLINGS
8. OAK TREE HOUSE
9. CLIFF PALACE - Detail
10. CLIFF PALACE
11. BALCONY HOUSE

THE SERIES FALL TREES WAS PHOTOGRAPHED IN NEW MEXICO IN 1963.

THE SERIES RIVER ROCKS WAS PHOTOGRAPHED IN NEW MEXICO IN 1963.